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Abstract Tableaux-based methods were among the first techniques pro-
posed for Linear Temporal Logic satisfiability checking. The earliest
tableau for LTL by Wolper worked by constructing a graph whose path
represented possible models for the formula, and then searching for an
actual model among those paths. Subsequent developments led to the
tree-like tableau by Schwendimann, which works by building a struc-
ture similar to an actual search tree, which however still has back-edges
and needs multiple passes to assess the existence of a model. This paper
summarizes the work done on a new tool for LTL satisfiability checking
based on a novel tableau method. The new tableau construction, which
is very simple and easy to explain, builds an actually tree-shaped struc-
ture and it only requires a single pass to decide whether to accept a
given branch or not. The implementation has been compared in terms
of speed and memory consumption with tools implementing both exist-
ing tableau methods and different satisfiability techniques, showing good
results despite the simplicity of the underlying algorithm.

1 Introduction

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is a modal logic useful to reason about proposi-
tions whose truth value depends on a linear and discrete flow of time. Initially
introduced in the field of formal methods for the verification of properties of
programs and circuit designs [13], it has found applications also in AI, e.g., as a
specification language for temporally extended goals in planning problems [3].

The most studied problem regarding LTL is probably model checking, i.e., the
problem of establishing whether a given temporal structure satisfies an LTL for-
mula. However, satisfiability checking, that is, the problem of deciding whether a
formula has a satisfying model in the first place, has also received a lot of atten-
tion. After being proved to be PSPACE-complete [18], the satisfiability problem
for LTL was solved by a number of different methods developed over the years.
First of all, LTL satisfiability can be easily reduced to the model checking prob-
lem, for which a number of successful techniques exist [5]. Substantial work has
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also been devoted to methods based on temporal resolution, first pioneered by
Cavalli and Fariñas del Cerro, and later refined by Fisher et al. in [7, 8]. Tempo-
ral resolution is also at the core of the more recent labeled superposition method
[19], which proved to be very fast in practice. See [15, 16, 20] for comprehensive
experimental comparisons among the tools implementing these techniques.

This paper focuses on tableau-based decision procedures for LTL, which were
among the first satisfiability checking methods proposed for it. The first tableau-
based method for LTL has been proposed by Wolper [21]. His tableau works by
first building a graph-shaped structure, and then performing a number of oper-
ations on this graph. Thus, it can be classified as a graph-shaped and multiple-
pass tableau method. An incremental version, which does not require to build
the whole graph, was later proposed in [10]. In a subsequent development by
Schwendimann [17], a tree-like tableau was proposed which, according to exper-
imental comparisons [9], outperformed the graph-shaped one. The major break-
through of this new tableau was that of being single-pass. While the shape of
Schwendimann’s tableau is arguably similar to a tree, it is actually still a graph
since a number of back-edges have to be maintained. Moreover, the extraction
of an actual model from the built tableau is possible, but it requires some work.

Here, we describe an original tool to check LTL satisfiability based on the tree-
shaped tableau proposed in [14]. A detailed account of the tool and of relevant
experiments can be found in [4]. In contrast to the tableau by Schwendimann, an
actual tree is built, and a successful branch directly provides the corresponding
satisfying model. Moreover, the tableau rules are very easy to explain and to
reason about, but, despite this simplicity, an efficient implementation has shown
to offer good average performance on a number of standard benchmarks.

The next sections are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces LTL syntax
and semantics, and it quickly describes how previous tableau-based methods
behave. Section 3 gives a short account of the new one-pass tree-shaped tableau,
and it summarizes the result of experimental comparisons that were reported in
[4]. Section 4 outlines possible future developments of the work.

2 Tableau-based methods for LTL

Before illustrating tableau-based decision procedures for LTL, we briefly recap
syntax and semantics of the logic. An LTL formula is obtained from a set Σ of
proposition letters by possibly applying the usual Boolean connectives and the
two temporal operators X (tomorrow) and U (until). Formally, LTL formulae φ
are generated by the following syntax:

φ := p | ¬φ1 | φ1 ∨ φ2 | Xφ1 | φ1 U φ2,

where φ1 and φ2 are LTL formulae and p ∈ Σ. Standard derived Boolean con-
nectives can also be used, together with logical constants ⊥ ≡ p ∧ ¬p, for p ∈ Σ,
and > ≡ ¬⊥. Moreover, two derived temporal operators Fφ ≡ >Uφ (eventually)
and Gφ ≡ ¬F¬φ (always) are defined.



LTL formulae are interpreted over temporal structures. A temporal structure
is a triple M = (S,R, g), where S is a finite set of states, R ⊆ S × S is a
binary relation, and, for each s ∈ S, g(s) ⊆ Σ. R is the transition relation,
which is assumed to be total, and g is a labeling function, that tells us which
proposition letters are true at each state. Given a structure M , we say that an
ω-sequence of states 〈s0, s1, s2, . . .〉 from S is a full-path if and only if, for all
i ≥ 0, (si, si+1) ∈ R. If σ = 〈s0, s1, s2, . . .〉 is a full-path, then we write σi for si
and σ≥i for the infinite suffix 〈si, si+1, . . .〉 (also a full-path). We writeM,σ |= ϕ
if and only if the LTL formula ϕ is true on the full-path σ in the structure M ,
which is defined by induction on the structural complexity of the formula:

– M,σ |= p iff p ∈ g(σ0), for p ∈ Σ,
– M,σ |= ¬ϕ iff M,σ 6|= ϕ
– M,σ |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff M,σ |= ϕ1 or M,σ |= ϕ2

– M,σ |= Xϕ iff M,σ≥1 |= ϕ
– M,σ |= ϕ1 U ϕ2 iff there is some i ≥ 0 such that M,σ≥i |= ϕ2 and for all j,

with 0 ≤ j < i, it holds that M,σ≥j |= ϕ1

Most existing tableau methods for LTL, including the one described in this
paper, make use of the observation that any LTL formula can be rewritten by
splitting it into two parts, one prescribing something about the current state,
and one talking about the next state. In particular, this is true for formulae
whose outermost operator is a temporal one:

α U β ≡ β ∨ (α ∧ X(α U β)); Fβ ≡ β ∨ XFβ; Gα ≡ α ∧ XGα

Here, the formulae X(α U β) and XFβ are called X-eventualities, i.e., pending
requests that has to be eventually fulfilled somewhere in the future, but that can
for the moment be postponed. Note that Gα does not lead to an eventuality,
since it has to be fulfilled immediately in any case.

The first tableau by Wolper starts by building a graph where each node
is labeled by a set of locally consistent formulae belonging to the closure of
φ. Each node collects the relevant formulae that are true at a specific state.
Nodes u and v are connected by an edge if v can be a successor state of u
according to the semantics of the logic. The equivalences shown above are useful
in determining these edges. Paths in the graph represent potential models, which
are consistent when we look at the single transitions. Finding an actual model
then consists of searching for a path that fulfills all the pending eventualities.
This approach requires the construction of the entire graph before the actual
search, which means that an exponential amount of memory was required, which
is not optimal with regards to the complexity of the problem, which is PSPACE-
complete. An incremental version of this tableau, which does not require to build
the whole graph beforehand, thus achieving the polynomial space lower bound,
was introduced by Kesten et al. [10]. Later, a tableau à la Wolper was provided
by Lichtenstein and Pnueli [12] to also handle past temporal operators.

Marking a significant development, a new one-pass tableau for LTL was intro-
duced by Schwendimann [17]. His tableau method works by building a tree-like



structure, more similar to a search tree. Since the fulfillment of the eventuali-
ties in a branch are checked during the construction, subsequent passes are not
needed. While the tableau structure resembles a tree, it is actually still a sort
of cyclic graph (called loop tree in the original presentation), and the searches
performed on separate branches are not completely independent. Although the
complexity of the decision procedure based on Schwendimann’s tableau is worse
than the one by Wolper, since it requires doubly exponential time in the worst
case, experimental comparisons [9] have shown that in practice this method out-
performs previous tableaux, in some cases by large margins.

3 A new one-pass and tree-shaped tableau for LTL

A new one-pass and tree-shaped tableau for LTL was proposed in [14]. A satisfi-
ability checker based on it3, written in C++, and a detailed comparison with pre-
vious tableaux as well as with tools implementing different satisfiability checking
techniques are given in [4].

In contrast to Schwendimann’s one, the new tableau works by building an
actual tree. In the tableau tree for a formula φ, each node is labeled by a set
Γ of formulae. For each ψ ∈ Γ , ψ is a subformula of φ or is a formula of the
form Xψ′, where ψ′ is a subformula of φ. The tree construction starts from the
root being labeled by {φ}. The tree is then built by applying a sequence of rules
which, for what concerns Boolean connectives, resembles the classical tableau
for propositional logic, with disjunctions causing a node to fork into different
branches. Temporal formulae are instead expanded using the already mentioned
equivalences from Section 2. A node where no further expansion is possible is said
to have a poised label, and it represents what is true at the current state in the
resulting model. In a poised label, only literals or tomorrow temporal operators
are present at top level. A Step rule is then used to advance the branch to the
next temporal state, by creating a new node whose label includes a formula α
for each formula of the form Xα found in the previous node. If contradictory
literals are ever introduced into a label, the branch is rejected (7), while if a
Step rule results into an empty label, the branch is accepted (3), and a model
can be extracted from all the nodes preceding the application of the Step rule
from there to the root of the tree.

These rules alone, however, are insufficient to handle formulae satisfiable
by infinite models only as well as formulae that are unsatisfiable not because of
propositional contradictions but because of unsatisfiable eventualities. To handle
these cases, the following two rules are applied before the Step one. The first,
the Loop rule, accepts a branch each time we find ourselves on a label that have
already been expanded before, and all the eventualities have been fulfilled in
between, meaning that the node needs not to be further expanded because the
repeating part of an ultimately periodic model has been found. The second, the
Prune rule, handles unsatisfiable formulae like, for instance, G¬p ∧ q U p, by
3 http://www.github.com/corralx/leviathan
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ensuring that the tableau expansion does not hang into the infinite expansion of
a branch that would not be able to fulfill the remaining pending eventualities.
The latter is definitely the most sophisticated rule of the tableau system. One of
its distinctive features is that it needs to go through three different nodes with
the same label before crossing the branch.

A complete description of the rules can be found in [14], but it can already
be noted how simple the whole construction is. The space and running time
worst cases are the same as those of the tableau system by Schwendimann, but
the rules and the bookkeeping required to apply them is simpler and can be
implemented in an efficient way. The result is an implementation that, despite
its simplicity, has good performance on average both in terms of speed and
memory consumption on a number of standard benchmarks [4].

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this extended abstract, we described a new one-pass and tree-shaped tableau
for LTL which is very simple to state and to reason about and can be imple-
mented in an efficient way, showing good performance when compared with
previous tableau-based systems. Simplicity may be regarded as its major advan-
tage, that we plan to exploit in future developments. For example, we expect
that its simple search procedure can be augmented with advanced search heuris-
tics like clause-learning techniques used in propositional SAT solvers. SAT and
SMT technologies can also be exploited in order to improve performance when
dealing with temporal formulae that sport large propositional parts.

Such a simple tableau can also be viewed as a useful tool to reason about
theoretical properties of LTL and its extensions. For instance, extending its rules
to support a parametric Xn operator, with n represented succinctly, appears to be
straightforward, and immediately results into an optimal decision procedure for
this simple EXPSPACE extension of LTL. In a similar way, we plan to investigate
the possibility of implementing other LTL extensions on top of this framework,
such as logics that feature metric variants of the until operator [2], past operators
with forgettable past [11], freeze quantifiers [1], finite models [6], and others.
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